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Earth in the future hosts a delegation from Planet Florian, the newest planet to join the

Confederation. Tyne, a handsome Florian diplomat takes a special interest in Demi, a petite and

pretty young woman with money worries and a broken marriage behind her. Demi is very sad - until

Tyne makes her an offer she can't refuse - he will pay off all her debts if she will return to his planet

and live with him. It is not until later he explains that this makes them husband and wife!A week

later, Demi flies through hyperspace to Florian, but on arrival finds herself subject to an

embarrassing medical examination and a spanking when she misbehaves. The spanking is the first

of many, for Demi can be a naughty girl at times. However, she adjusts to life in her new luxurious

home, and the bond between her and Tyne strengthens, and the sex is literally out of this world.

She also has the attentions of Xenon, who treats her like a daughter and has spanking rights along

with Tyne. Life is full and exciting, filled with outings and pretty clothes, massages, baths and

bedtime stories. Demi is happy, until she is kidnapped by a power-mad politician.But all ends

happily ever after, and Demi has a bright and exciting future ahead of her with her husband/Daddy

to take care of her...Publisher's Note: The Alien's Little Girl is an ageplay book. It includes anal play,

explicit sexual scenes, and elements of medical play including enemas. The punishments include

humiliation, corner time, and spankings. Please don't buy this book if such material is likely to cause

offence.
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A sweet alien age play story. Tyne is an alien diplomat who falls in love with Demi, an earth girl.

Demi has money problems and owes a lot of money. Tyne offers to pay off her debts if she comes

back to Planet Florian with him. This age play story involves a daddy/husband and other familial

disciplinarians. I enjoyed the loving and caring environment created by Ms. St Andrews in all her

stories. I enjoyed this story and look forward to more by this author.

Very disappointing. There were so many ah's and eh's and parentheses going on in the story, that it

sounded like a teenager wrote this. Never mind the seemingly endless fascination with cursing. The

dialogue was half wooden half immature, the supposedly alien planet was too earthlike, and the love

between Tyne and Demi felt completely forced.The whole book failed to live up to its description.

Very disappointing.

The story was cute however there was still many things that seemed to have been rushed or not

fully developed. Some minor grammar issues as well, however the biggest issue was the rushed

story line at the end. Bring in a new character however not fully allowing relationships to develop.

Expected a little better.

This book was not very exciting and repetitive (particularly with the word 'ah'). There was very little

character or world building. Maybe it's just me, but I didn't quite grasp the connection between

Demi, Tyne, and Xenon.

Pure silliness, start to finish. Not my cuppa, maybe for someone else, just not me. Admittedly, I

skimmed the last half.
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